






IBX GUIDE & TUTORIAL 
!  Get tougher nails with IBX  ~ CREATING STRENGTH FROM WITHIN !  

If you’re in the nail world, you’d have heard of IBX,
the nail strengthening treatment that’s been saving nails everywhere. 

How does it work, you ask? Here’s the science!
IBX is a revolutionary two-part system that acts as a protective shield for the natural nail under any gel polish coating 

and can also be used as a natural nail strengthening system 
 to grow natural nails more readily on their own!  

It works within the nail rather than sitting on top, is cured with an LED light and forms an Interpenetrating Polymer 
Network that fuses the upper layers of the nail together, resulting in a much tougher natural nail.

HOW TO USE & HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS ? 

Depending of the conditions of the nails, 

with IBX Repair, IBX Strengthen and your favorite nail 
coating protection or shine applied on top. 

The process is simple but straight forward: 

Apply, Heat, Blot, Cure, Cleanse and Repeat!








IBX is insuring to wear under gel polish perfect, it helps eliminate the wear and tear of the frequent 
removal of gel polish from your nails. If you want to keep only a very light natural shiny look on the 
nails => the use of a base and topcoat for finishing works wonders ; this will LOCK-IN the IBX 
treatment and protect your nails from solvents and from the effects of the “new now washing of hands” 
that we all have to do now! 

IBX is on the inside of the nail, not on top. Most of other products such as nail treatments, you can see 
that the strength is added over the top. IBX have made it so that the strength comes from inside. 

IBX will penetrate into the top layers of the natural nail, we will cure it under an LED/UV light and then 
that curing fuses the IPN (Interpenetrating Polymer Network) into the top portions of the natural nails 
and this is what gives us the strength and the flexibility that we need for a healthier natural nail. 


IBX Strengthen (10.4ml)  
• Use as a protective shield under gel polish 
• Used also to strengthen natural nails 
• Best wear & longevity is when overcoated by your favorite nail system on top 
• 60-70 application per bottle 
• 36 months shelf life 

IBX Repair (7.4ml) 
• Protects the nail under gel polish or your favorite nail system 
• Best used in conjonction with IBX Strengthen 
• Penetrates damaged areas, to seal in weak areas and repair them 
• 100 + applications 
• 36 months shelf life 

IBX is a permanent addition to the natural nail, you don’t need to remove it ; it is in there and it just 
grows out with the natural nail.


IBX is a two-part system : a natural nail strengthening for those users who want to have natural nails 
and want to grow them out naturally long and it’s a protective shield under all gel polishes and other 
nail systems.


Firstly, shake the IBX bottles really well prior each use.


As you would with any nail services, do not apply IBX if you have any sensitivities, allergies or adverses 
reactions from a nail product.


Note that the first application of IBX requires 2 applications. Let’s see the steps for using these 
bottles… And see also Step by Step ~ images.


* Remove any nail polish, rinse and dry the nails thoroughly with a lint-free towel, clip excess free edge 
length if needed and file shape all nails. Cleanse all nails with your preferred nail cleanser, eg. NSI 
CLEANSE.


* Assess the nails to determnine if IBX Repair is needed , before applying IBX.

If your nails have any cracks peeling or delamination or show overall weakness proceed first with the 
IBX Repair treatment then continue on to the next step. IBX Repair is used for more severe nail 
damage. There are 2 uses for Repair: under the gel polish for an intense repair and protection or use 
Repair on the damaged and gaps which would be if there was some splitting at the ends of the nails, 
where you could put a little bit of that Repair down in there and seal it in.


IBX REPAIR USED UNDER GEL POLISH 

* For this application, thinly apply the IBX Repair to the surface of every nail in one hand, just like you 
would polish, no closer than 1/16 of an inch ~ don’t go too close near the soft tissue and avoid all 
skin contact with the uncured product to avoid potential adverse reactions.


* Place the hand under a heat source 75 to 100 watt bulb or a small blow-dryer set to low heat and 
low speed for 1or 2 minutes, keeping the hand approximately 6 to 8 inches from the lamp and 16 
inches from the blow-dryer. After 1-2 minutes, carefully remove the excess of IBX Repair by lightly 
blotting with a lint free nail wipe. Always work in a manner that you avoid skin contact at all times. 
Then place the hand under an LED/UV lamp for 1 minute *(maybe longer depending of your lamp - 
it’s usually that same cure time as you are using for curing your Gel Polish Colour Coat with your 
lamp).


* Cleanse all nails with your preferred nail cleanser eg. NSI CLEANSE.

* Proceed with your IBX Strengthen application.



IBX REPAIR USED FOR NATURAL NAIL GROWTH 

* Apply IBX Repair into the gap caused by the delamination, cracking, or splitting on each nail that 
requires treatment, let the treatment wick into the space between the delaminated layers, you will 
be able to see IBX Repair flowing into the gap ; continue to add IBX Repair until the gap is full.


* Place the hand under a heat source ~  a 75 to 100 watt bulb or a small blow-dryer set to low heat 
and low speed for 1-2 minutes keeping the hand approximately 6 to 8 inches from the lamp and 16 
inches from the blow-dryer. Do not wipe away any of the excess product, let it runs out of the gap. 
If you do need to remove the excess IBX Repair remove it lightly : avoid putting pressure on that 
area so that you don’t force the IBX out of that gap. 


* Place the hand under an LED/UV light for 1 minute *, then proceed with the IBX application.


* Gently shake the IBX Strengthen bottle, carefully and thinly apply it to all nails just as you would 
nail polish, no closer than 1/16 of an inch ~ don’t go too close near the soft tissue and avoid all 
skin contact with the uncured product to avoid potential adverse reactions.


* Place the hand under a heat source for 4 minutes.

* With a lint free nail wipe, pad lightly to blot carefully and remove the excess.

* Place the hand under an LED/UV lamp for 2 minutes*. 

* Cleanse all nails with NSI CLEANSE.


If you are applying IBX for the first time, you will need to do 2 applications. 
When doing the 2nd application you will only need to keep the nails under the heat source for 2 
minutes and continue on as you did with the first application.


After the 2nd IBX application, cleanse all nails, perform your manicure, push your cuticles back and 
clean up if needed. Apply polish, gel polish, or a builder gel for more strength if needed, or a topcoat 
for the shine, it will help to lock-in the treatment. Finish with Daddy Oil on the soft tissue and 
fingernails and use your nail oil twice a day.


"  Remember"   IBX treatments are offering a good protection and durability towards a better health of 
the natural nails in the inside of the nails! .  

Give it a go but also give it time & work with this treatment correctly, give the nails a good care maintenance.

Always follow all the steps and advices to achieve the best results with IBX. These IBX products are used by 
Millions Worldwide and they do work for all the Professionals and all the Salons. 
Read all instructions and these information carefully, the more you do the best you will understand how the IBX 
treatment system truely works in the inside of the nail plate - of course when it is used correctly. 
Shake the IBX bottles really well prior each use. 
Heat and Cure into a Nail Lamp is needed. Light Heat is important too ~ do not skip this step ~ it is needed 
for the formulas to penetrate the nail layers and stay locked-in at the curing step. 
First is REPAIR if and when needed. Follow the steps for applying Repair first if needed. 
Do this for every IBX application you do in the future. 

* (maybe longer depending of your lamp,  

it’s usually that same cure time as you are using for curing 
your Gel Polish Colour Coat with your lamp).

https://louellabelle.co.uk/ibx-repair.html
https://louellabelle.co.uk/ibx-repair.html


BENEFITS OF THE IBX SYSTEM



❤  5 REASONS YOU WILL LOVE IBX ❤  

Nobody wants cracked or chipped nails, so it’s important that you keep them strong, healthy, and protected at all 
times. There’s a multitude of ways to keep your nails strong; whether it’s through your diet, taking vitamins or, IBX.  
IBX is a nail-strengthening treatment that will restore your nails to their natural state over the course of six weekly 
treatments (depending of course of how you are managing the treatment, the underlaying issues if any and how you 
are caring for your hands and nails). 

Here are five reasons you’ll love IBX! 
1. It strengthens the nails – IBX is applied like nail polish and is assisted by a low heat to help penetrate the upper 
layers of the nails. Rather than staying on top of the nail like other treatments, IBX penetrates the nail in order for it 
to become stronger naturally rather than just giving it a hard coating. 
2. It protects the nails – after strengthening the nails, IBX offers protection to the nails from aggression. Whether you 
choose to leave your nails bare (but remember that your nails are prone to absorbing moisture & water => so this is 
not the best chosen option!), apply polish or a gel polish on top, you won’t disturb the nail quality and it will remain 
as strong as ever. Not only will IBX strengthen the nail, but it will also help reduce nail damage. 
3. It helps the white spots to be treated – we’ve all experienced those little embarrassing and off-putting white dots 
that sometimes appear on the nails. However, IBX can help reduce both white spots and deep grooves in the nails, 
leaving them smooth, strong and protected. 
4. It repairs splitting – not only are damaged nails painful, but they’re also unattractive and humiliating. IBX can be 
used to repair damaged or unhealthy nails and, once your nail is protected and stronger, it will grow healthier and 
mend itself. Due to the bonding nature of IBX, it fosters the ideal conditions for growth and you will end up with 
longer nails than you had before with a good usage of the system and a better overall maintenance of your hands 
and nails. 
5. Results – while other nail treatments tend to just cover the problem rather than remedy it, IBX offers quick results 
that are noticeable after just one or two weeks depending on the original condition of your nails.  
According to some users and salon clients worldwide, they can see an impact in just a matter of minutes, specially in 
a healthier overall look for : nail colour and re-bonding the layers, hiding more of the imperfections than usual, and a 
better overal look on the nails than with any other products.






FAQ 
How often do I need to have my IBX service? 
If those situations are still present : with nails showing signs of severe delamination, severe damage, a 
lot of splitting and peeling, or if the users and clients have had their acrylics or their gel polish just 
removed from their nails, then you are going to want to have this service redone once a week.  
When you see that the nails are starting to recover a little bit, the splitting and peeling is gone away, not 
quite as much damage now, the nails are starting to get a bit of growth, you can switch the service to 
every 2 weeks. 
For gel polish users, and soakable products users, you would want this service redone still every 2 
weeks because you want to keep the nails underneath the gel polish and other soakable gels (after their 
removal) really healthy. 

Once you see that the nails are on recovery mode and that you see they have a nice shape to them and 
the splits and peels are eliminated, then you can switch to every 3 weeks and then you just keep your 
manicure and an IBX application. 
You can apply IBX treatment every 2 to 3 weeks whenever you redo your nails and you can also apply it 
just to the regrowth area, so don’t worry if you already have product on your nails like hard gel or acrylic, 
you can start with just applying it to the regrowth area. 

How much heat is "gentle heat? 
Gentle heat is 105-110F (41-43C) or just higher than the temperature for a Jacuzzi which is about 104F 
(40Celsius). 

Why does my nails don’t look finished and the products are barely visible on the surface of my 
nails, why?  
Because  IBX Treatment is CREATING STRENGTH FROM WITHIN ! . This is a deep treatment that sinks into 
the nail layers instead of sitting on the top surface of the nails, this is the reason you don’t see much on top. 
$ So far, IBX sounds like another gel or acrylic product, but here’s the cool bit – instead of simply sitting 
on the surface of the nails like the other treatments, it’s designed to actually sink into the nail and 
cure under the nail’s surface as well. Since it’s below the surface of the nail, it lasts between polish, 
gel removals and other nail systems too ; this is creating a protective shield against the other abuses!
IBX  adds an extra plastic reinforcement within the top layers of the nails.  
There was a good quoted sentence on this, it’s a basic description explaining how IBX treatment works; 
it was quoted as this: “it’s like pouring concrete into a cup of pebbles and letting it solidify, gluing the 
pebbles together into forming one big strong mass. They call this an “interpenetrating polymer network”.
% It’s quite good & easy to remember hey! Spot on!&  
IBX sinks into the nail instead of sitting on top, unlike other curable nail products. 

I wanna know if IBX is for me and how would I use the IBX treatment for myself? 
Yes, everybody can obtain realistic benefits from IBX, you won’t be disappointed. If you are using it 
correctly and putting all your efforts in to do better with your nails and using the products properly, you 
will see the improvements, just give it a serious good try and stick to a good care routine with your 
hands and nails ; no more fingernails in the mouth, no more picking at your nails, no junky bad habits of 
removing gels etc by picking! ' .  

Just give IBX the time and a serious try and remember it is a Professional Salon treatment well know 
nail treatment system worldwide - it is highly valued and popoular for its results, You will be like the 
millions of users worldwide, happy with the results. You can use IBX treatment all the time as a good 
care routine and for a good maintenance. The application is rigorous but simple, it works when done the 
right way ~ millions of users & millions of salons worldwide can’t be lying! 
IBX treatment will need to penetrate into the nail layers. The nail needs to be dry, heated with gentle 
heat, blotted and then cured with a LED/UV Nail lamp, these are important and rigorous steps for IBX to 
work and deliver all its benefits. 
IBX sink into the nail instead of sitting on top, unlike other curable nail products. 
IBX is a new nail strengthening treatment that works like nothing else on the market so far – it sinks into 
tiny gaps in the nail, then cures to form a tough network that strengthens within the nail. This can repair 
your nail and reinforce them so you can grow them out much more easily!



      


 

FAQ 
I’ve heard the application is tricky, can you advise me please - Can I do it myself? 
I’m in a remote area and cannot afford to go to the salon! Please HELP me! 
IBX is simple to use when all the information have been well understood. 

The user that is in this situation is able to follow all the rigorous steps of the application, it’s nothing 
complicated, however you cannot skip any steps or you will not get the full benefits.

Watch and learn if you can, there is a myriad of videos available online with many Youtube users that 
can be helping you with IBX System, just Goggle IBX, there is a lot of support on the internet for IBX = 
this is well and above all the rest : the best & unique nail treatment system currently on the market : 
IBX System is creating nail strength from within(  And it Works!)

Why do I need a Heat source for the product, and what can I use for this step? 
As the picture below shows, you can use a 75-100 Watts bulb, a nail dryer or a hair dryer. The gentle 
heat required is about 105-110F (41-43Celsius) or just higher than the temperature for a Jacuzzi 
which is about 104F (40Celsius). 

Heat is good at making things melty, like how Honey gets runnier when it’s heated. IBX gets runnier 
and sinks more easily in between the gaps in the nail. The blotting step is to then remove some of the 
excess product and to allow a better penetration of the LED/UV light source at the curing step.

* What are the most common mistakes made with appyling IBX?"  
⛔ 1. Doing a wet manicure prior to applying IBX?  Result:  The IBX system does not penetrate into 
the upper nail plate. 
⛔ 2. Not blotting before curing.  Result: IBX cures on top of the nail…we want it cured IN the nail. 

⛔ 3. Incorrect levels of heat.  Most often, too much heat, particularly when a blow drier is being 
used.  If the drier speed is set too high and/or with too much heat, it will remove IBX before it can 
penetrate.  Remember, we want GENTLE heat (105-110F = 41-43Celsius). 
⛔ 4. When curing takes place only on top of the nail plate and no benefit results.



   What should I charge for IBX as a nail strengthener? 
We recommend a $10-15 upcharge to your basic manicure price for the first application, and an $8-10 
upcharge thereafter. 

What do you mean by “apply thinly”? 
IBX needs to be applied thinly. We do not want skin contact. Apply like you would a base coat of 
polish. 

Can I apply IBX more than once per week? 
We recommend never applying more than once per week, as over treatment may result in brittleness. 
This system is designed to help you cumulatively build strength back into your natural nail, meaning 
once the nail starts to improve from more intense damage, every two to three weeks is perfect. 

Do I have to use IBX Repair and if so, when? 
IBX Repair is a crucial part of the IBX System. Under Gel Polish, you need to apply a full coat to each 
nail prior to applying IBX. On natural nails, just apply IBX Repair to the specific areas of damage on 
each nail such as free edge delamination, peeling, splits/cracks, and “craters” on the nail plate. 

How soon can I expect to see results under Gel Polish? 
Every client’s nails are different, so we can’t give you a “one size fits all” answer. We can, however, 
give you a quote from one of our field testers: “She felt that her nails were tighter after the first 
application. After the second, you could tell that some of the white spots had disappeared. After the 
3rd application—six weeks after 1st application—you could see the new growth was noticeably better. 
This is my client that had severe damage on the ring finger of her left hand (a detached free edge) 
and with IBX and Repair, it reattached!”. 

Can I use IBX Repair over my entire natural nails - why or why not? 
When used for natural nail growth, IBX Repair is designed to repair specific areas of nail damage and 
offers no incremental benefits when applied over the entire nail. 

Do I apply my Gel Polish as usual after using IBX?
Yes, follow the instructions for IBX and then the normal manufacturer’s Gel Polish instructions.

FAQ 

Why apply heat? What does it do? 
IBX is a  penetrative, curable monomer system, heat is an important step to aid that penetration.  
Similar to how butter melts into warm bread, the heat helps IBX penetrate into the upper layers of the 
nail. Without heat, you get less penetration and therefore, less of that important Interpenetrating 
Polymer Network (IPN) forming within the nail. 

Do I need to use a base coat before applying polish after using IBX ? 
Yes, apply your polish exactly the same way you normally would after you have been using IBX. 

What do you recommend for the source of the gentle heat? 
Gentle heat means 105-110F, so slightly warmer than a Jacuzzi. 
A regular desk lamp with a 75-100 watts bulb works great. 
A polish drier works well. Also a hair dryer cand do for this step.  
See the pictures displayed on the first page of this blog for the GENTLE HEAT Source you can use. 

What should I charge for IBX under Gel Polish? 
We recommend a $8-10 upcharge to your base Gel Polish price for the first IBX application (which 
actually requires two applications). After that, we recommend a $5-10 upcharge for every following 
application. One of IBX field testers has converted 95% of her clients to using the IBX System under 
Gel Polish => ★ imagine the possibilities! 

How long do I cure the IBX System with my LED light?
Cure time should be based on the light manufacturer’s suggested cure time for their gel polish color 
coat.

Can I use a UV light instead of an LED?
Yes, many UV lights have been used by our customers with success.  Follow the manufacturer’s 
suggested instructions for curing the Gel Polish Color Coat.



What makes IBX different ? 

In a word: penetration. I’ll explain further. IBX uses conditioning molecules that bond together, that 
are able to penetrate the nail plate under gentle heat, strengthening the natural nail by filling in gaps 
and ridges and providing a protective shield to prevent nails from breaking. As such, natural nails 
are able to grow longer, nails look and feel healthier and they should be able to better wear the likes 
of gel polish removal without drying out or peeling when the products are removed correctly. 

1. IBX Repair, the clear solution that works to remedy weakness and damage, is applied to clean, 
dry nails onto any areas that are particularly vulnerable before you place them under a heating 
source (bulb, nail dryer or hair dryer) for a few minutes to allow the formula to sink in and “seal” the 
nail plate. The ideal temperature at which the IBX Repair melts and gets down to business is around 
41-43ºC, but your average desk lamp or hair dryer is about right. 
2. Blot your nails, which feels counterintuitive but ensures that the reparative solution sinks in deep, 
as well as removing any excess from the top of the nail plate to prepare for the next step. 
3. Now for the curing into the nail lamp and then wipe your nails clean. 
4. A second black bottle of solution appears, and it’s the main player. IBX Strengthen. If 
you’ve got healthy nails overall, you may skip the Repair stage and do two rounds of 
Strengthen instead. This clear layer acts as the real tough guy, creating nail plate ‘integrity’ 
and filling every gap and crack (sorry) to create a strong, uniform nail throughout. 
5. Back to hovering hands under the regular lamp, for a little longer this time for a beneficial 
penetration of the product. 
6. Blot. 
7. Cure with an LED/UV lamp. 
8. Clean the nail with Cleanse. 

These steps will then be repeated with IBX Strengthen, but with less regular lamp time - just two 
minutes. The penetration will be visible. 

It all sounds faffy on paper, but the whole process takes around 15mns, and nails look instantly 
smoother and stronger. You can then have a regular or gel manicure over the top, and the effects 
will last until your nails grow out. Although for very weak nails it’s recommended to have an IBX 
treatment once every week, then every fortnight for a few months to get them back on the 
road. Otherwise, once a month (or even less) will keep nails rock hard, hydrated and far less 
prone to breakage. You can also use IBX treatment underneath any nail service: gel polish, 
gel or any other nail systems. 

Many also report that the natural colour of their nail improves straight away, showing healthier pinks 
and whites, and it only needs a little bit of a good maintenance and a protection coating to finish the 
nails and lock the IBX treatment IN to see an overall great improvment on your fingertips.  
I’m really impressed with this system, and using it myself. My nails have always been soft, so I learnt 
to treat them with IBX and then lock this in with Essential Base Coat, Balance Builder Gel In a 
Bottle, Sina Mirror Topcoat to finish for a nice shine. OMG ~ My nails have never been stronger and 
looking so much nicer. Add to this, the process doesn’t take long at all. I have with time, witnessed a 
huge difference on my nails and I’m always super excited to read similar stories from users and 
salon clients from all over Australia. My nails are longer than they have ever been before, without 
using tips or scupting on forms), growing well and with a general good shape.  

Don’t forget to add in a regular dosing of cuticle oil 

 like NSI Nurture Oil or Dadi’Oil and you’re golden!⭐
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